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Mathematical proofs often nstructions rTf objects with certain 
. Our new program synthesis a formal proof cf size n, and in time 
0(n3) explicitly gives those constructions as a comput ram. Termination and correctness 
are proved me&mathematically (“program verification”” urthermore, the re 
rally relevant formulae of a proof is characterized. Proo 
A mathematical tool for the proof of termination and tness is the proof-theoretical s 
t?,;.-malization. Graphs of symbols belonsin 
program statements are read off. 
“Ab~c ail, tk pioposa; to we sumewing like and 
something of traditional proof theory 
for computer sciewe is perfectly natural” 
(Kreisel [15. p. 130]). 
Mathematical proofs of propositions like “for every x there is an y with A@, .t ,” 
often implicitly contain algoritkms to compute for every given x an y satisfying 
A(& y). This is always the case if the proof is construcritre. But even if parts are 
inconstructive, the algorithmic information in the proof may suffice to compute a 
suitable y for every X. 
Moreover, even for constructive proofs it is usually a nontrivial task to compute 
y for given X: “. . . in constructive mathematics . . . the computational procedures 
(programs) are normally left implicit in the proofs, so that considerable further 
work is needed to bring them into a form, which makes them fit for mechanical 
execution.” (Martin-Liif [20, p. 156)). Proof theory has developed a number of 
methods to work out such existentials, e.g., variants of eerie’s realizability, func- 
tional interpretation, normalization, cut elimination a.s.0. (“E5theorems”, TroeIstra 
[28], Stein [27], Mints [22]). These methods either use higher terms (i.e., 
with program numbers respectively higher recursive functionals) or are ine 
(because the computation requirtis repeated substitution of proofs (terms) 
at rnaily places-and their further man 
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Here we describe a new and efficient method for extracting a from a 
formal proof, which uses only the elenenta data mentioned in th proof. In more 
detail our result is as follows: 
When given a formal cofistructive (or quasi-constructive, see Section 
6) proof 17 of the statement I\xVyA(x, y), then in time O(n’)- 
measured in the size n of n-from n, a computer program P is 
constructed! which for every input ~0 computes an y. = P(h) satisfying 
A&, P(h)). P represents the algorithms being implicit in J& 
especially it uses only data structures from n 
For these programs P a metamathematical theorem guarantees termination and 
correctness. The proof for the correctness of P is reduced to the correctness test of 
n. The latter can be done efficiently. So the *‘considerable further work” mentioned 
by Martin-Eiif can be done mechanically by fast algorithms. 
The terms “formal proof”, “statement” and “computer program” have to be 
made more precise. We investigate proofs in first-order arithmetic, especially in 
Gentzen’s namml deduction calculus as defined in 1241. The “statements” are for- 
mulae in the first-order language (containing +, a, and =). The generated programs 
are written down in a simple programming language PR consisting of elements of 
PASCAL and LISP. From LISP only simple list operations are used (no lambda- 
abstractions). PR-programs are easily compilable. 
In Section 1 we specify definitions and conventions concerning the calculus used. 
The theorem of strong normalizability is stated i Section 1.3, but it is only applied 
in the proof of correctness and termination of the generated programs. 
The first step in extracting aprogram is to formally link those symbols in n which 
belong together semantically. This is done in Section 2 by indexing symbol occurren- 
ces: symbols belonging together get the same index. This defines directed graphs 
in a natural way. The nodes are occurrences of V-/v-symbols in D, and the arcs 
tell where realizations of these existential objects are to be found. Since the computa- 
tion will stop, the graphs should be cycle-free. 
Unfortunately, this is in general not the case. So we refine the situation in Section 
3 and get cycle-free graphs. The connectivity components of those graphs yield 
“subprograms” which are combined in the final algorithm. Another result obtained 
by these methods is a constructive instance of the so called Markov rule (Remark 2.5). 
In Section 4 the technical term “algorithmic situation” (a.s.) is introduced. These 
as. allow us to trace efficiently the effects of normalization which are important for 
the realization within the original proof. 
e PR is defined in BNF in Section 5. Then we describe 
n is the number of symbols in the running time of 
this algorithm is bou 
reason is discussed in Section 6. 
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With some further rt our methods hould be extendable to the prunin 
studied by Goad in [ 
We describe some modifications of P in Section 7 which addition 
source text and/or the runtime of the p 
We must admit that the proof-theoret technically difficult: many 
cases and details have to be considered. eking small at first glance 
can destroy important properties [18]. 
1. The calculus of natural deduction 
The method of program synthesis described here works on formal proofs of the 
natural deduction calculus [9,18,23] with induction rule and recursive equations 
for + and l . Since we investigate the fine structure of the proofs, we need some 
conventions and definitions to describe the specialities of this calculus we want to 
use. 
For the proof f correctness and termination of the extracted programs the theorem 
of strong normalization is important. We state the extended normalization yules 
involved and some consequences of that theorem in Section 1.3. 
1.1. Language 
Our first-order language is built from the following symbols: 
0, successor, 
plus and times, 
free and bounded variables for natural numbers, 
number predicates, 
function symbols for number theoretical functions, 
parentheses, comma, 
equality between umbers, 
logical symbols (and, or, there exists, for all, 
implies, falsum). 
Terms and formulae are built by the usual rules. The notation F[lr * t] means, that 
in F every occurrence of the symbol Q! shall be replaced by the string f. 
Metavariables: for formulae: A, Ai, B, Bi, C, Ci, L&F, 6, G, Gi, i=O, 1,2 ,... 
and for tcms: ;, ti, S, si, i =O, I, 2, . . . 
1.2. proofs 
Proofs are written as trees. The nodes represent 
I,**=, lower formula To be able to t fe occurrences of 
formulae, we number them. Thus a formula occurrence in a proof is a pair (n, F), 
n E WI, F a formula. Every rule is given uniquely by the number of ~5s lower formula. 
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For every logical symbol A, v, +, v, A there is an introduction and an 
rule. They are called h I, A E a.s.o. The upper formula of an E 
the eliminated symbol, is called the main premise of the rule. 
$$@ and AE~: 9; analogously with (for details of the cal 
For every rule R there is the set (R)=(nln is the num 
cancelled by the rule}. M(a) = 0 is allowed. 
The i-rule distinguishes the intuitionistic calculus from the c 
we mainly deal with the intuitionistic version. 
A proof is called closed if for every assumption there is a rule which cancels it. 
As metavariables for proof figures we use II, I&. 
For equality and arithmetic we add W- following rules ( t, ti are terms): 
= R t = t (reflexivity of equality) 
n, 172 n, n, 
= El t1 = 52 4fl) = Er 4 = t2 A( t2) 
4 t2) AO,) 
a n2 
IND A(Oj 40’) 
fw ’ 
M=(n,,...n~}, 
where (n,, A( a)) are all open assumptions of Hz, containing u; A(t) does not contain 
v. v is called the induction variable. 
+1 t+O=t +2 t*+t;= t:+tz 
’ 1 (t) l (O)=O l 2 (8) l (0’) = t 
-3 (tl~‘(tz+t~)=_(t~~“(f*)+(t*)~(t*) 
The equalities +I to l 4 together with the = -rules suffice to calculate a normal form 
(polynomial in variables and function terms, whose arguments are in normal form 
as well). Such kinds of proofs are called “logic-free”. 
ere no ambiguities can arise we will leave out parentheses. 
An occurrence of a symbol in a proof is given by the number of the formula 
contains it and by the position in this formula. 
tavariables for symbols: cy, /3, cd, P, sometimes with indices. 
* technical reasons (definition of the projection in Section 1.3) we add the 
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The resulting calculus is called K,. 
1.o.g. we assume for all ,-proofs that the names for the free variables are 
chosen in such a way that a maximal number of different ones occurs. We distinguish 
among the following five classes of variables: 
(1) Every variable, which is concerned by a VE-rule, is calkd an E-variable. 
(2) Every variable, which is concerned by a /\I-rule, is called an 
riable, which is concerned by an IN -rule, is called an I-variable. 
riable which occurs in the end-formula or in an open assumption, 
is called an F-variable. 
(5) The remaining variables are called redundant or R-tlariables. 
These classes are disjoint. They correspond to different meanings of free variables: 
E-variables are names for objects, for which a certain property has been proved 
(upper formula of VI-rule). A-variables tand for arbitrary objects of which a certain 
property (subformula of the /\&rule) is proved. F-variables are global parameters 
in the proof. The meaning of the I-variables is clear. Redundant variable; may be 
replaced by arbitrary numbers. W.1.o.g. we assume that all mentioned proofs do not 
contain R-variables. 
A free variable v is called active at rule R if it is an F-variable or the rule 
determining its type is below R in the proof tree and R is in the subtree containing 
v. 
1.3. Nomaliza tion 
Normalization steps are local proof transformations which do not change the 
end-formula. Notation: I7 D lI’ if L?’ comes from n by a single normalization step. 
A logical normalization step in a proof is always possible if an introduction rule is 
immediately followed by an elimination rule, e.g., 
a a 
n2 B A 
A A+B II, 
+N 
B 
DB 
where a copy of II2 is substituted at every assumption camcelled by the -+ I rule. 
We have the following further normalization steps. 
Normalization steps for induction 
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if 0 is the normal form of s and r is a logic-free proof of s = 0. 
A(u) 
IM2 A(0) A(v’) f> s = t’ A( 0 
A(s) A(s) 
if t’ is the normal form of s and r a logic-free proof of s = t’. 
Permutative normalizations 
p may be any elimination rule with C as main premise or a = E-rule. 
Numalization rules for = 
In normal proofs the = E-rules shall be applied only to very simple formulae. 
n, 
J& AW 
II = If2 
= VN- 
A(h) v B(h) 
(tz) v B(t,) 
D 
4 nl 
h= t2 A(h) 
A(f2) 
A(t2h SO,) ' 
4 
tl = t2 Jw2) 
A(b) 
a nz 
t, = t2 B(td 
BO2) 
A(t2)',B(~2) l 
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The rules = AN, =//N, = VN, ==LN are fo in a similar way. 
Normalization rules for J. ( cf: [ 28, p. 2801) 
By these rules the I-rule in normal proofs is only appiied to prime formulae. 
IAN 
I 
Aoh 
D 
0 A* I Ao 
AohA,; 
.hN 
AOVAl 
D 
AovA; 
Analogously for .L + N, LAN, U/N. 
Normalization rules for ~ unction symbols 
An important property of normal proofs in the calculus without function symbols 
is that the last rule is an introduction rule (if the open assumptions are prime 
formulae and the end-formula is not a ptime formula and does not contain free 
variables). Here we get the same result by adding the following normalization rules 
(and thus realizing the krumber-theoretic& functions mentioned in the proof “from 
the outside”): 
4 f(S ,,..., t,,)=m A(t) 
Jw) m-vr Vu/n(y) A(s) VYA _(Y) 
if t 1,. . . , tt3 are free of variables, t = t(f(t*, l l . , t,,)!, s = t(m). 
n, nz 
nl n2 A(0) A(d) 
if t 1, . . . , tn are free of variables. 
Repetitions have the following normalization: 
A 
WRx D A. 
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Using the repetition rule we can reformulate the normalization rules as follows: 
A BgAor A A-BP A 
AnB A B 
- a.s.0. (except 
(n,, A) 
If lIr> lI’ by a single normalization step except WR in the above representation, 
then we can define a projection mapping P in a natural way: P: {a 1 a is an occurrence 
of a logical symbol in II’}+ 1~9 $ is an occurrence of a iogical symbol in I?} so 
that P maps every symbol in I?’ on the (uniquely determined) corresponding symbol 
in II If D is a WR-reduction, the image of a symbol in the reduced part will be 
the corresponding symbol in the subformula of the W-rule. P can easily be extended 
on free variables, rules, a.s.o. 
The following theorem and its consequences are very important. 
Theorem I.1 (strong normalization). Every sequence ofnoftnalization steps tops. The 
result (a normal proof) is independent of the order of the steps. 
Theorem 1.1 can be proved by slightly extending Leivant’s proof in [ 18). 
Corollary I.2 (Troelstra [28, p. 3011). Let &&) be a normal, closed proof, A without 
free vmiubies. ‘TOten the last rule of &,, is of the form 
R’ 
A(t) t a numerical term. 
VWd 
A similar result holds for proofs with end-formula A v B. 
So by normalization a term t fulfilling A can always be found. But this method 
is often inefficient: The computation of the elementary number term t is done by 
manipulating proofs. Intuitively, one expects that operating on the elementary data 
mentioned in the proof should suffice. In the following we give such a construction. 
2.1. Lower indices 
n a formula VyA 
number CL with A(a). 
is interpreted as a symbol (name) for an arbitrary 
contains free variables ul , . . . , u,, a will depend on those 
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variables. Therefore, it is a function a( ul , . . . , 8.4,). If the same V-quantifier appears 
at different places in the proof, it may be interpreted by the same function everywhere. 
Making this precise requires making the term “the same” precise. The symbol 
combination ‘Y/y” may be used at different places with completely different mean- 
ings. Equality of the literals is too weak, the global connection has to be considered. 
Locally, this connection is given by the syntax of the rules. The transitive closure 
of this relation establishes the global context. 
Technically we give (lower) indices to the symbols in the proof, require the rules 
to respect he indices and do a maximal refinement of this indexing. 
Definition 2.1. The language defined in Section 1.1 is extended so that all symbols 
(except 0, ‘, +, l , parentheses, and commas) have lower indices in IN. The rules fan- 
building up proofs remain the same. Therefore, for every index i E N there is a A&, 
A iE-rule a.s.o. The new calculus is called K2 . For a &-proof n let q(n) be an 
indexing of the symbols in n so that the number of aifferent indices is maximal, 
but all rules remain valid. Up to the concrete choice of the indices, e(n) is uniquely 
determined. If n is the number of symbols in II, #(II) can easily be computed in 
O( n*) steps. 
We build undirected graphs of symbol occurrences by establishing an edge between 
two occurrences iff they are directly connected by a rule. So the connectivity 
components of these graphs exactly contain those occurrences which have the same 
index in @(II). 
Remark 2.2. Let n be a &-proof, let n, arise from n by a normalization step. Let 
cyl, a2 be two occurrences of symbols in II, with the same lower index. Then P( al) 
and P(cuZ) have the same lower index in IX 
Roof: There is a sequence vi,. . . , vk of occurrences of symbols in n,, which 
connects LY~ and cy2. The projected sequence P( vl), . . . , P( vk) then connects P( a,) 
and P(az) in H. Cl 
Application 2.3. Let II be a K-proof with end-formula A, let p be a predicate 
constant in II. Let p appear in #(II) with different lower indices i, and iz. Then p 
may be replaced in R by a new symbol q at every place where it appears in #(II) 
with index i2. By definition of # the resulting proof figure is a proof. If pi, and pi2 
both appear in the end-formula of $(n), we get a new proof -2’ with end-formula 
A’ # A. A’ is “stronger” than A in the sense that every proof of A’ immediately 
gives a proof of A but not the other way round. If for a logical symbol v in e(n) 
(given tel its lower index) there is neither an introduction nor an elimination rule, 
the same process may be applied (replacing the subformula governed by v 
everywhere by a new predicate symbol) resulting in a “stronger” proof. 
The following simple theorem already shows that lower indices are useful for 
V-realizations by making precise “the same quantifier”. 
2.4. (1) Let n be a closed 
ion rules in Il have the form 
introduction rules have the form vir). 
(2) Let L! be a closed &-proof with e 
r&s in II have the form ,a, emvyw 
F-variables, then +A(t) holds. 
If all Vi 
(a~alogo~ly if all Vi 
mula vi (Y) all 
e same t,‘(1.76 if t 
(without normalization). Ad (1): place in every formula F of II containing 
vi the subformula governed by vi by its left part. The result is a figure with 
end-formula A. The v iI_rUleS become W-rules. All other rules except possibly 
v ,E-rules remain valid. If there is an viErule in U, it now becomes 
c l 
By introducing a new vk-symbol this passes into the valid rule 
A B 
Ad (2): Similarly. q 
In cases covered by Theorem 2.4 normalization usually does not give a uniform 
V-realization. The num er of normalization steps can depend on the specializations 
of free variables; for instance, 
A(v) C(v) 
n2 n3 
n, A(v)v,C(v) A(v’) A(v’) 
A(O) AW) 
A(O) v I c(O) 4~‘) v 1 Cb’) 
40 v I c(t) 
_.e 
Theorem 2.4 proves A uniformly for every t as follows: 
A(v) 
A(4 C(v) 
44 vzcw n; n, 
n, A( v’) A( v’) 
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n the other hand, normalization requires at least 
after substituting numbers for all free variables in P. 
of the normalization steps. 
2.5. By further studyi the effects of norm 
the undirected graphs, the follow was shown in 12 
without positive \/- and v- s and without n 
without positive /\- and negative V- and v-symbols 
are finitely many terms t, , . . . , tn, such that kA( tl) h 9 s 
and A is recursively decidable, this constitutes what is called by logicians an explicit 
instance of the Markov rule. 
2.2. Index classes as directed graphs 
If the last rule of a proof of Vy,A( u, , . . . , u,,, y) is of the form 
A(t) 
VYAU, 9 l g l 9 %a, Y)’ 
the defining equation of the function F,( ut , . . . , u,) realizing V, can be immediately 
read off from the proof: Z$(u, , . . . , u, ) := t. In the general case such a “defining 
rule’* must be searched in the proof. This search can be done systematically from 
rule to rule as shown, e.g., in Fig. 1. This example suggests attaching a directed 
graph to every *i/i/ vi. The nodes cyf are exactly the Vi/ vi-occurrences in the proof 
and an arc (ar,, az) means: a realization of ~1~ has to be searched at ~l~. 
Fig. 1. 
Construction 2.6 (directed v J V-graphs). Let QI 
the o-graph into a directed graph as follows. 
in the formulae (n, , FJ and ( n2, F2) of a rule in lI. ( cyZ, a,) i 
graph ifI: 
(1) (n, , F1) is an upper formula af (nl, 
(2) (I;_ t F2) is an assumption can&&d by the 
9 or 
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(3) R= 
(+A) (n,.A+W 
(n3.W and ar 1 occurs positively in (n, , A), or 
(4) ( n2, F2) is an upper formula of (n, , Fl) and cyl occurs negatively in Fl, or 
(5) ( n, , F,) is an assumption cancelled by R and (Y] occurs negatively in F, , or 
(6) R= (n2'A{ni,2iA*B) and (r2 occurs negatively in ( n2, A). 
Figures 2-7 show the directions of the arcs for respectively, h I-rule (AI-, /\E-, 
h E-, VI-, v I- and = E-rule are treated in the same way), *E-rule, +I-rule, VE-rule 
(“VZZ” is a starting node), Induction rule; and vE-rule (the v-symbol is a starting 
node). 
(VxA(x) -+ VyB(y)) A (VzC(z) -+~zlWq)) 
a 
a 
E 
a : a v : 
Fig. 2. nhule. 
Fig. 4. -*I-rule. 
Fig. 5. V&de (“VQ” is a starting node). 
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8 : 
Fig. 6. Induction rule. 
Fig. 7. vE-rule (the v-symbol is a starting node). 
Remark 2.7 (Characteriztztion of the end-nodes). End-nodes ZQ are exactly the occur- 
rences of u in forrdulae (n, F) with: 
(1 j (n, F: is a lower formula of a v-introduction rule. 
(2) (n, F) is a lower formula of a v I-rule A, 9 in A, for i=O, 4 in A0 for 
i = 3, 9 positively in F. 
(3) (n, F) is a lower formula of a I-rule, ZQ positively in F. 
(4) (n, F) is an upper fo: rula of * Ai , yj in A, for i=O, ZQ in A0 for i=l, yi 
negatively in F. 
(5) (n, F) is the end-formula, and q negatively in F. 
(6) (n, F) is an open assumption and u positively in F. 
The end-nodes give defining equations for realizing functions: In case (1) the 
function is given by the term occurring in the rule: i cases (2), (3), and (4) fi =O 
can be chosen, and the cases (5) and (6) do not occur for the functions that we are 
interested in. 
For the extraction task the following difficulties remain: 
(1) The defining terms in case (1) of mark 2.7 may contain -var+ables, which 
have to be realized themselves. 
(2) For a starting node there may be several end-nodes and so ditiere 
possibilities exist for the defining equation. 
(3) The directed graphs in general are not cycle-free (see Ex 
below). at means that there is no “standa ” fro 
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ution for {I) is clear: 
rule. In normal pro0 
The proof is left to the reader. 
The condition “without induction rule‘” is essential as the following ex 
shows. 
le 2. 
e graph belonging to VI is as follows: 
belonging to VI is not cycle free. By the way, 
by 18 
to this proof Appli on 2.3 cm be applied. The realization of VI is always given 
is by normalization requires specialization of x to an aoE 
normal, other possibilities for cycles occur. 
4 
0, V,J+NX)) 0, V,=W -, V,xAW 
(3, V,=+MJd) (4, V,xA(x) + V,Mx)) 
(5, V,Mx)) 
,=W -, V,=W) + V,xAW) 
@,41 
If (n, j) denotes the jth occu 
(9,1)4(6,3)+(5, I)+( )+(6,2)4(3,2)+(8,1)+(7,1) 
-(3,1) 1) 
3.1. Upper indices 
The cycle in Exampl .lO is caused by the bra 
eliminate such branchin from our directed 
Let G be the directed ph of a symbol u. Let dtt *. . . 
nodes from which more than one arc s ,and~~,~,...,ar,thenod 
n arc starts according to Construction 2.6(s). Remove all a 
(1 G is m): the connectivity components of the resulting 
graphs- 
In Section 3.2 we will prove that these shortened graphs are cycle-free. Because 
from their nodes only one arc starts, they are trees (with arcs directed to the root). 
We additionally attach an upper index to every V/v-symbol so that the upper 
indices of two symbol occurrences di%er i% these symbols belong to 
shortened graphs. 
Remark 3.2. Let lI be a &-proof, let Z(n) be the vi and Vi symbols from lI. 
(r E Z(n). Let atI be the root of the tree belonging to it, i.e., the uniquely determined 
occurrence of (Y from which no node starts. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) QI~ =v! in &, a rule in fi 
(2) LT~ =V{ in &, a rule in 17. 
(3) a1 is a negative occurrence of the end-formu 
(4) a1 is a positive occurrence of an open ass 
(5) u1 is a negative occurrence of B i 
(6) (Y~ is a negative occurrence in the main 
(7) cyI is a negative occurrence of the 
(8) QI~ is a negative occurrence in the 
(9) 01~ is a negative occurrence in 
(10) (Y~ is a positive occurrence in B 
(11) cul is a positive occurrence in th 
(12) al is a positive occurrence in an assu 
(13) afl is a positive occurrence in 
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The rule uniquely given by (1) ) is called the &fining phce of Q. ote it 
as S(U). Note that each of the es (I)-(13) is the root of a tree. 
In addition to Remark 2.7 we have to consider fu 
function has to be given a defining term. 
. Let us consider the following proof D: 
n, n, 
(2, v:=W)) (I, v:=W + 9) (4, VS+Ux)) (3, V:xA(x) -, ZB) 
RzS 3 B 
BAB 
(5, (V;xA(x) + 2B) + ,B A B) “* 31- 
Rule 5 is the defining place of Vi. The value of the function F’,, belonging to Vi 
depends on whether Vi stems from formula 1 or fern formula 3. Thus the defining 
equation for F,, will essentially have the following form: 
F&( L, . . .) := CASE L, OF 
I : F,,(. . .) 
3: F&. . . 
When F13 is called at the position given by L, in the actual parameter list, there is 
a 1 or a 3. The function F13 belonging to V: is defined by this ease decision. 
So for every shortened graph there is a function (a “subprogram”). The defining 
equation can be read o8E at the root of the tree, the leaves are the places where the 
function is used. 
3.2. 
Let v1 ) v2 be occurrences of a v E Z(n), both in the same formula ( nt, F) 
be a path from v1 to v2 in a shortened graph G of v. 7hen v2 stands 
. The following example shows that this may appear: 
(1, V,YA(Y)) 
(2, V*YA(Y) + V*YA(Y)) w- 
e 
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(2) for 1 s is m Gi is a subgaph of G’, i.e., every arc ( vl , v2) of CI is an arc 
in G’; 
(3) for every node v1 in G’ theze is at most one node vz in G’ so that ( vt , ~2) is 
an arc in 6’; 
(4) if (vl, v*) is an arc in G’ but in none of the Gr, then the 
occurrence (n, F) in n with: (n, F) is the end-formula or an open assumption, and 
vl, v2 lie in F, and v2 is before vl. 
We show: 
missible graph. If vl, v2 are nodes in G in the same formula 
occurrence (n, F), and if there is a path from v1 to v2 in G, then v2 lies 
before vi. 
The proof of (*) is by induction on the number of proof steps of n: If n consists 
only of an open assumption, an =R-, + , or --rule, then (*) is trivial. Let (*) hold 
for all lZ’ with at most n - 1 steps, and let n be a proof with n steps. 
Case 1: The last rule of n is AI, AE, VI, /\I, /\E, VI, =E, Nl, N2, I, =R. Then 
(*) is trivial or an immediate consequence of the induction hypothesis. 
Case 2: nl n, 
n 
3 
h,A) (n2,A43) 
hr B) - 
Let G be an admissible graph for A?, with G, the part of G that is contained in n, 
and G2 the part that is contained in n2 and supplemented by arcs between symbols 
in ( n2, A + B) that are n-connected in ( n3, B). Let G1 1 and G2, be the graphs 
coming from G, and G2 by denotating the nodes according to the indexing given 
by n, and 112 respectively. 
Step 1: G,, and G21 are admissible graphs. Since the indexing in H1 is a refinement 
of the indexing of n, within n, G,, can only consist of more shortened graphs than 
G,; analogously for G 21. Conditions (2), (3) and (4) immediateIy follow from the 
corresponding properties of G. 
Step 2: Construct graphs G12, G22 as follows: The nodes of G12, G22 are those 
of G1 respectively G2. Let vl,, vi be occurrences in the premise A of the end-formula 
of II2 and let there be a path from vi to vi in G21. Let vl , v2 be the corresponding 
occurrences in the end-formula of la,. Then let ( vl , v2) be an arc in G12. G22 comes 
from G,, and G2, in the same way by introducing new arcs in ( n2, 
Step 2.1: For every node vl of G12 there is at most one node v2 
( vl, v2) is an arc in Glz. For the proof let us assume that ( vl , v2) and ( vl, u3) are 
arcs in Cl2 with v2 # v,. Since G1 1 is admissible, at most one of those arcs can be 
in GI1. 
Case 1: There is an arc ( vp , v 2 ) in GI1. ( vI , v2) is then a new arc in ( nI , 
corresponding occurrences V; and vi in (n2, 
to vi in G21. Therefore, there is a Y: on this 
occurs positively in en (vl,, v,) is a 
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of (3), there is no arc (vi, vi) in @2. If vl occurs negatively in A, then ( vl, vi) is 
an arc in G. For the same reason this is incompatible with the assumption th 
(vl, v2) is an arc in &. 
Case 2: ( y1 ) v2) and ( vl, VJ both are not in G,, . Then there are corres 
&-paths (vi, ~5) and (vi, vi) (v$ # vi) in A of A + B. Because C,, is 
this can only happen if there is a Gzl-path fro i to vi over vi or one from vi to 
~5 over vi. Therefore (in the first ease), us, exist su6h that 4) and (4, ~6) 
are arcs in Gzl and thus-by our case assu cannot happen 
since if (us, vi) is an arc in Hz, then v6 is in the lower formula of Li, , axed if (vi, VJ 
is an arc in l&, then us is in the lower formula of l&. In the same way o 
that for every de v1 of Gz2 there is at most one node v2 in G2, SO that ( vl, v2) is 
an arc in Gu. 
Step 2.2: If ( vl, v2) is an arc in G12 but not in Gil, then both vl and v2 lie in A 
and v2 is before vl. This follows from the second step and the induction hypothesis 
applied to l12. In the same way the an e statement for G22 is proved. Therefore, 
G12 and G22 are admissible graphs. By induction hypothesis (*) holds for every 
path in G12 respectively GE. 
Step 3: Let q,..., ak be a path in G with aI and ak in the formula (n, F) = 
(n3, B). First, as above, tn~ connections in B are projected into GY1. The new path 
is cut into paths al, . . . , ai, in G2, ai,+l,. . . , ah in G,, n,,,l, . . . , a5 in G2 a.s.o. 
the path ai,, . l . , ah, ah+l by the arc (ai,, a&+*) in Gu and successively 
from a1 to ak in G22. By (*) for ti22, ak lies before al in F = B. In case 
(n, F) occurs within &2 the sa=c argument applies (without projecting F). 
h 3 B) 
-(n2, A+ B)' 
LetG,bethe~partofGin~~.Ifv,,v2lieinBof(n2,A~B)andifthearc(v,,v2) 
is in G by (4), thenpe add the arc belonging to the corresponding occurrence in 
( nl , B) and get Gll. As before, Cl1 is an admissible graph in HI. To G,, the I.H. 
applies. rther the following holds: 
(1) Ifa,isinthepremiseof(n2,A-*B)andcrl,...,a,isapathinG,thenall 
(Yi are in A, Qi+l before ai, since by construction of the shortened graphs from A 
only ‘*additional arcs” according to (4) may start. 
(2) Ifa,,... ,a,isapathinG,a,, a, in L&, then there is a path from al to a, 
in G, 1. Namely because of (1) there is no ai in the premise of ( n2, A + B) and arcs 
can be projected to (n, B). Therefore, (*) holds for (n, F) in lI, by I.H. 
cu,isapathinG,ar,,cw,in(n,F)~(n,,A-,B),thena,liesbefore 
aI. If a, and a, are both in B, this follows easily from GII; if a1 lies in A, it follows 
from (I); and if clll in and a,, in A, then it is trivial. 
So (*) holds. 
Case e other rules which might appear as a last rule re treated simila 
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Since shortened graphs are admissible graphs, the lemma is a trivial consequence 
of (*). El 
.!L The shortened graphs are cycle-free. 
f. Trivial consequence of Lemma 3.4. El 
. Tools for the co 
4.1. Algorithmic situations 
Let n be a proof with end-formula AxViyA(x, y). We state a preliminary pro- 
cedure which for every input ~0 computes a y. with A(xo,yo). It is used as a 
theoretical basis for the proof of termination and correctness for the programs 
generated in Section 5.2. The proof will be carried out in Section 5.3. We first make 
the following observations: 
(1) In n there is a Vi-introduction rule R = a, so that yo may be set equal 
to the numerical value of t under the “correct” setting of the variables in t. This 
follows from Corollary 1.2. 
(2) In the directed graph of Vi according to Section 2.2 there is a “canonical” 
path from the end-formula to R, which may be described as follows: Let 
AxViYAC%Y) D HI n, = ViYAtx09 t, 
ViYAtxO, Y) ViYA(X,,Y) D’ ’ l D ViYA(XO, Y)- V,VA(X,, Y) 
be a sequence of normalization steps, let ViYAT%,y) be normal. The nth projection 
of the end-formula of vi,,,&,Y1 is the end-formula of 
R 
AxViYA(s Y) 
ViYAfxO* Y) ’ 
the nth projection of the last rule of VrYaQ,y) is the upper formula of the searched 
Vi-introduction rule in AxV&x.r). If further aI, . . . , a, is 2 path in a graph of a 
logical symbol v in a vi,,AT&,Y), then the sequence P( (Y,), . . . , P( a,) in vlY~&.,,YJ can 
easily be extended to a unique path in vlY~-!&YJ. 
Our goal is to trace this path on the original proof. Therefore it suffices to find 
a unique successor for every position. Because of (1) we also follow the changes 
of the values of the variables. The information required to define a successor is 
described by functionals (situation defining = s.d. functionals, Definition 4.1). 
position in the path is then given by a pair (subformula occurrence in 
functional). Such a pair is called an “algorithmic situation” (a.s., Definiti 
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.l. Let -4 be a subformula of a formula v an occurrence of a +-symbol 
in E Then v is called essential for A in F if A is part of the premise of v. 
tioa 4.2. Let (II, F) be a formula occu nce in fi A +E, vE, VE or induction 
rule k is called essential for (n, F) ifE 
(I) if R is a v E- or VE-rule, then (or, F) lies in the proof of the main premise of 
the rule; 
(2) if R is a *E-rule, then (n, F) lies in the proof of the premise; 
(3) if R is an induction rule, then (n, F) lies in one of the proofs above R. 
Definition 4.3. Let (r be a subformula of a formula occurrence (n, F) in the proof 
fi A (partial) functional (p is called situation defining (s.d.) at ac if the following 
conditions hold: 
(I) The scope sco(q) is a subset of (v 1 v is a +-symbol in (n, F) or v is a bounded 
variable in F or v is a free variable in .H., or v is v E, VE, +E or an induction rule 
in 17). 
(2) If v is a +-symbol essential for ac, then v E sco( cp). 
(3) If v is a rule essential for (n, F), then v E sco(o). 
(4) If v is a free variable active at (n, F) (see Section 1.2) or a bounded variable 
with (Y in the range of the corresponding quantifier, then v E sco(rp). In this case 
let p(v) f N. 
(5) In the cases (2) and (3), let q(v) = 7, T a new fixed object (“recognizable 
undefined”) or let p(v) be a pair (j, p,) defined as follows: j is the number of an 
assumption C in n (in case v is an induction rule essential at ar, then j may also 
be the number of the lower formula of this rule) and there is a subformula ac’ of C 
such that the leading symbol of a[’ has the same lower index as the one of cy, and 
pl is an s.d. functional at LY’. Let ml and VQ be the projections on the first respectively 
second component of such a pair. 
nition 4 . (1) A pair (ar, q), where (Y is a subformula occurrence in I2 and Q 
s.d. at cu, is called an algorithmic situation (a.s.). 
(2) If ,~,~$J~~,, (respectively & ,) is a rule in n and ((n, , VxA( x)), 9) = (q 8) 
(respectively ((n, , A0 v A,), cp)) is an a.s., then the result of an evaluation of t under 
valuer of the free variables given by the a.s. and an interpretation of the function 
bols (as in Section 1.3)-(respectively in the v-case, Q-is called the ttalue 
(Ly, Q) Ofthe O.S. ((r,Q). 
- If i or fi (A) is a rule in H, (Y a positive subformula of A with !cading symbol 
v or v and (cy, Q) is an a.s. in n, then let W( (Y, Q) = 0. 
_ If +J! (9) . 1s a rule in D’, Q! a negative subformula of A with leading symbsl v 
or V and ((Y, Q) is an a.s. in n, then let W( a, Q) = 0. 
s. will be used in the following way to find an a wit (a) in a given closed 
wit -fo~lula VyA(y): %’ the last rule of rule is a VI-rule, then the 
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value b of the a.s. (VyA(y), p) is defined, where Q is to efined. Let a := b. 
If the last rule is not a VI-rule, the path of the V-quan to be traced in 17 
until a VI-rule is reached. This is done by defining a unique successor for every 
a.s. ‘Ihe chain of successors is ending at a rule that defines the value of the a.s. 
Condition (4) of Definition 4.3 ensures that the term t can be evaluated to a number 
(the free variables of t have values by 9) and (2), (3) and (5) ensure that the 
successor is defined and is an a.s. 
Definition 4.5 (Succe‘ TV ss r g4f an a. J=). Let (a, Q) be an a.s. We define the succesmt 
N(Ck,Q) as fohvS 
(1) If a is positive in the lower formula of a +E-, v I-, A E-, A I- or =-de and 
it’ is at the same position in the upper formula, then let N(tx, Q) := (a’, (0). 
(2) If Q! is negative in one of the upper formulae of a A E-, A I-, +I-, v I- or 
=E-rule and cy’ is at the same position in the lower formula, then let N( QI, rg ) := 
(a’, (P). 
(3) If ar is positive in B in (n2,A+ B) in tnzx!& and cy’ is at the same position 
as Q! in (n, , B), then let N(ar, Q) := (a', Q). 
(4) If ar is negative in B in A+ B in 9 and cy’ is at the same position in the 
lower formula, then let JN( QI, Q) := (a’, Q). 
(5) If ar is negative in A in (n, . A + B) in (n,,J!iBj, then let N((Y, Q) := (d, Q’), 
where a~’ is the subformula corresponding to a! in the formula occurrence given by 
ml(Q(+i)), and Q':=7T&(+d)m 
(6) If ar is positive in an assumption (FQ, A) cancelled by (n,,/+IBJ, then set 
N(cu, Q) := (a’, Q’), where ar’ is the subformula of (n, , A +i B) being structural 
identical to ar; (P’(+i) = (Ilj, Q), and Q’(Y) := Q( V) for all free variables v active at 
01~ (those variables are a subset of the variables active at nj), for all bounded variables 
v where Q is defined and for all rules essential at n, (those rules are a subset of the 
r&s being essential at nj). 
(7) If a is positive in A in (nl, A+iB) in (“2*A)(,$~‘i*‘, then take N(ar, up):= 
(a', cp'), where (Y’ is the subformula of ( n2, A) corresponding to ar; Q'(V) := q(v) 
for Y # + i, and Q’( n,) := Q (3 i). If a! is negative in ( n2, A), the definition is analogous. 
(8) If Q! is positive in (n,, C) in (n4’AvB) (,$GT) (n3’C), then let N((Y, Q) := (a', 9') 
such that if W( ( n4, A v I?), Q,) = 0, then cy’ is the subformula corresponding to a in 
(n2, C); else take 0~’ in (+, C); V’(V):= Q(V) for all v~Def(cp) and $%):=T. 
Subformulae of A v B, respectively of the assumptions cancelled by the rule, are 
treated analogously. 
(9) ‘Ihe j/E-rule is treated similarly as (8); the s.d. functional q’ for the variable 
concerned by the rule is defined by the value of the a.s. at the main premise. 
(10) The /\I- and /\I+rules are treated analogously. In %, q(x) is defined as 
the value of t. 
(11) If Q! is positive in (n, , A(t)) in A~~!,A$~“~ then 
$(n := (n,, Q) and a’ corresponds to Q! in (0) if the value 
Q is ; CY’ corresponds to cy in A( v’) if a > then ~'(V):=a-1. 
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(12) If CT is negative in A(Q) in ~!$A~~~l, then let N(a, 4p) := (a’, 6’) w 
as follows: if q(nl) = (n,, cp,), then LY’ corresponds to ac in (n, , 
pl( v) for v # n,. If p(nJ = (J &, with i the number of an assumption, then is 
the subformula of this assumption which corresponds to a, and 
(13) The remaining cases are treated in the same way. 
If W( a, 4p) is not defined, then let W(aS 4p) := W( N(a, 4~)). 
.2. hf of termination and correctness for the successot sequences 
The wanted realizations are computed in the following way: Starting with the 
algorithmic situation at the end-formula the successor operation is iterated until the 
value of the a.s. is defined. We have to prove that 
(1) the successor sequence is finite, and 
(2) the computed value has the required properties. 
(1) and (2) are immediately clear if the proof of V,yA(;ro, y) (A without f=e 
variables) is normal. Therefore it suffices to show that if n D I?’ by one normaliz- 
ation step and (1) and (2) hold for n’, then they also hold for E 
To prove this the projections from Section 1.3 are extended to a.s. (Definition 
4.6). We then show for any a.s. (cp, 4p): 
PW(a, cp)) = N(P(a, cp)) or P(N(a, cp)) = WW(ar, 0. 
From this (1) and (2) follow immediately. 
6. Let n D r by one normalization step. Let ((r, 9) be an a.s. in K 
Then let P(cp, 8) := (P(a ), P1( 8)) be the projected situation in n (P(a) the projec- 
tion from Section 1.3). P*(v) is defined as follows: 
(1) P&p)( P( v)) := p(v) for free and bounded variables v; 
(2) M~)(p(v)):= U+&P(V))), P1(M+)))) for rules v. 
Now we have to consider the cases when 
(a) there are free variables active at P(a) and not in the range of P, 
(b) there are +-symbols or rules essential at P(a) not in the range of R 
Ad (a): This can only happen at /\N, VN and IN2. 
evaluation of t under Q and P,(q)(u):= P&)(x). VN and 
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subproof is of the form 
A 4 
n2 A 
n, B A 
A A+iB D A 
(no, B) n2 a in a nl-coPY* 
B 
ii 
z 
P,(p) has to be defined at no (respectively +i). Let cy be in the &copy at (j, A). 
Then 
o P1( p)( no) := (j, ol) with o,( P( v)) := V(V) for free and bounded variables u and 
~,(P(v)):=(P(lr~(cp(v))), P&((p(v)))) for rules and essential +-symbols; 
’ Al’= p*(P)(nO)- 
Remarks and definition 4.7. Let (at, p) be an a.s. We are interested in the sequence 
((%Pii) liEN with ((you PO)=(% UpA ( (ri+l,Qi+l)=N((Yi,fPi))* N(ai,pi) maynotbe 
defined for three reasons: 
(1) For (Qti, pi) none of the cases for which N is defined holds, or 
(2) Qli is a positive subformula of the lower formula of an v E- or j/E-rule, but 
the value of the a.s. given by the main premise of the rule and pi is not defined, or 
(3) for the computation of (ai+*, vi+*) =I( pi( Is)) is required for a rule or a 
+-symbol /3 but vi(@) = 7. 
If case (1) holds, then (ac, (p) is calledjinite. If (ar, 9) is finite, then the computation 
of (( ai, pi) 1 i E N) can be written as a tree in a natural way as follows: ((Ye, 4po) is 
the root; the nodes are the a.s. occurring during the co putation and branches 
occur exactly at the vE- and VE-rules. Let G ( CY, 9) be the number of nodes in this 
tree. As (cy, 9) is finite, for the last element (a,,, 9”) of the sequence (ai, pi) the 
following holds: cy,, is either 
(I) a negative subformula of the end-formula, or 
(2) a positive subformula of an open assumption, or 
(3) a positive subformula of the lower formula of a I-rule, or 
(4) a positive subformula in B in a rule A, or 
(5) a negative subformula of B in a rule 9, or 
(6) a lower formula of an introduction rule of the leading symbol of cy,. 
the le bol of CY is a V-quantifier or a v-symbol, 
a 610 (1) and (2) do not occur (this folkws 
from Proposition 4.8 below). 
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(1) P(a, 8) is a jnite as. in JX 
(2) N(P(u,qp))=P(N(a,(p)) except in the case of a 
P( N(a, 9)) = N( N( P(a, q))) is possible. 
(3) If the leading symbol af a is a VI or v 
W(P(u, 9)) is dejned a Wk 9) = 
teductian, where alsa 
(a, (p) is defin 
By induction on G( u, q). If G(u, (p) = I, the assertions are immediate. 
Now, let Proposition 4.8 be true for all (ar, (p) with G(a, (p) s n. Let (a, (p) 
be a finite a.s. in F with G(ar, q) = n + 1. First we prove P,( N(P(a, 9))) = 
?rl( P( N(q (p))). That is clear if P is not a positive subformula of a v E-rule. In this 
special case the propositian follows from the induction hypothesis on the value 
W(. , l ) applied to the a.s. consisting of the main premise of the rule and q. 
Next we show w~( N( P(a, 9))) = vz( P( N( a, 9))). If one of the oases (I)-(4) of 
Definition 4.5 holds and if the rule is not concerned by the reduction, then 
for a certain cy’ 
= P*(dW by definition of v2 
by Definition 4.5 
by Definition 4.6. 
The other cases are treated similarly. 0 
Corollary 4.9. If II k a proof with end-formula (n, , VyA(y)), where A is without free 
variables, then a l - .- W((n, , VyA(y)), po) is dejned for the totally undejned functional 
q. and t-A(a). 
extraction of the program 
5.1. A simple programming language 
aition 5.1 (Rogramming language PR in BNF) 
(empty) ::= 
(digit) ::= 0111213141516171819 
(constant) ::= (digit){(digit)} 
(variable) ::= U(constant) 
(listname) ::= L( constant) 
(listnamelist) ::= (empty) I (listname)(,(listname)} 
(functionname) ::= F(constant) 
(variablelist) ::= (empty) 1 (variable){,(variable)} 
Extraction and wt$cation of pmfs by analysis rmal prtwfs a 
(formal parameterlist) ::= ((variablelist) ; (variablelist) ; (listnamelist) ; 
(listnamelist)) 
(numberterm) -- ..- (constant} 1 (variable) 1(numberterm) + (numberterm) 1 
((numberterm) l (numberterm)) 1 (functionterm) 1 
(case decision) 1 (numberterm) - 1 f 
NTH((constant), (numbertermlist)) 1 
(rulelistelement) umbertermlist), (rulelist)) 1 
(rulelist) ::= (empty) I (rulelistelement){,(rulelistelement} 1 
THIRD((rulelistelement)) 
(numbertermlist) ::= (empty) I (numberterm){,(numberterm}} I 
SECOND((rulelistelement)) 
(actual parameterlist) ::= ((numbertermlist);(numbertermlist); (rulelist); (rulelist)) 
(functionterm) ::= (functionname)(actual r rameterlist) 
(case decision) ::= IF (numberterm) =0 THEN (numberterm) 
ELSE (numberterm) 
(functiondeclaration) ::= (functionname)(formal parameterlist) := (numberterm) 
(program) ::= {(functiondeclaration);}(numberterm) 
Besides these rules we make the usual assumptions about correctly formed 
programs, which cannot be expressed in BNF. For nested IF-expressions we will 
use the CASE-statement as an abbreviation. NTH(n, L) denotates the nth element 
of list L, FIRST(L) the first, SECOND(L) the second, and THIRD(L) the third 
component of L. The syntax of L allows only the formation of compihble programs, 
so we only need less powerful and more concrete statements han Lisp. 
The actual parameterlists (a.p.) are used to encode the data essential for an a.s. 
(a, 9). The first component is the list of the p-values for the free variables cy, the 
second component is the list of the p-values of the /\-bounded variables, the third 
component is the list of the p-values of the rules essential at (Y, and the fourth 
component is the corresponding list for the +-symbols. The three components cjf a 
rulelistelement encode the q-value as follows: The first component is ‘CT& q(v))” The 
second component contains the values of the variables active at ql( p( v)) b*it not 
active at a), the third component contains the corresponding data for the rules. 
Because of Definition 4.6, for bounded variables and -+-symbols the data are 
contained in the fourth and second component of the parameterlist. 
The construction of the PR-program is now as follows: For every Vi, vi we define 
a unique functionname Fij from PR. For every rule and every ai we define a unique 
listname Lie For every free variable and every bounded variable in R we define a 
unique lariablename Ui from PR. The defining equation for FU is computed from 
S(Vi) respectively S( vi) (S from Remark 3.2). The formal parameterlist contains 
in ihe first and second component he Ui belonging to the active free and bounded 
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variables. The third and fourth component contains the Li. e value of V{ (vi) 
may depend on: 
- f&e A-, I-, F-, -variables. The corresponding 
already listed in the formal parameterlist. 
- values of other Vi (v :) at leaves of the trees belonging to them. 
n PR those values are given by an FM and an a.p. belo to it. Our first is 
to compute the a.p. belonging to the FM at the leaves of the trees. 
~finition 5.2 (Ordedg of the free and &urded variabies, rules, and +- 
symbols). (1) Let A+& be the set of free variables and F-variables active at a 
subformula occurrencr cu; let ul,. . . , uk %e the F-variables of II, “c” any ordering 
relation on the Us; w.1.~ l 9 l < tri(. On M, we define a relation “ < ” as follows: 
l for all A-, I- an les v and v2”= vl iff the (AI-, VE- CT induction) 
rule de %ning the type of v2 is in II below the corresponding rule for vl. 
(2) Z%e relation ‘* < ” on rules essential at a is defined analogously 
(3) Let Q be in the range of the two quantifiers A, and A2 with bounded variables 
xland~~.Thenletxl<~~~1\2is.intherangeof/\,. 
(4) The relation “ < ” is defined analogously on the +-symbols essential for (r. 
*‘ < ” is an ordering relation. It sutlices ta, :how &St the objects are comparable. 
This follows easily from the fact that they <irt: a-xive at (respectively essential for) 
an (r. 
5.2. Formulation of the declining equations 
5.3 (Computation of the actual parameterlists). Let v te a leaf of the 
to V{ (v{). We want to compgte the actual parameterlists for which 
Fii is called if it is used at v in the definition of an FM. Let v = vt , v2, . . . , vk be 
the occurrences of V{ (vi, along the uniquely determined path from the leaf to the 
root (i.e., to S(#) respectively S(vj)). We start at v!? assign an a.p. to v1 and 
e rules how an a.p. changes in the 3tep from vi to P~+~. For techrrical reasons 
a slightly more 1 construction ot starting with a leaf but with an 
arbitrary position and in 
(1) Let v1 be an occurrence ofrt{ (v?;). Let u ), . . . , u,, be the enumeration of the 
free variables active at v1 in the sequence riven by Definition 5.2, let x1, . . . , xn2 be 
the corresponding enumeration of the boun ed variables; aI,. . . , a,,, are the essen- 
rules and &,..., /3,,, the essential +-symbols. Then assign to v1 thz a.p. 
l 9 v,,+,,; L,, l l l 9 L,,; &+,, l = l 9 Ln,+J. 
e following a.p. for vi is constructed: (t,, . . . , t,,,,;sl, l . l , 
c9¶p I,--*¶ ml$ -1 E ) with number&e -sense) ti, si and 
I- Y ffa 
(2.1) Let V, be positive in the lower formula of one of the rules A I, AE, +I, +E, 
VI, vE, VI or =E with v i+l corresponding to vl in the upper formula. Assi 
vi+, the same a.p. as to v,. 
(2.2) Let vi be negative in the upper ula of one of the rules 
VI, VI, vE or =E with v i+l correspond vi in the lower formul 
the same a.p. as t0 Vi. 
(2.3) Let vi be positive in th lower formula of a /\&rule. 
a.p. (s,, t, ,..., tml;s2 ,..., sw;rl,.e.,r,;l ,,..., l&. 
(2.4) Let vi be negative in the upper formula of a /\I-rule. n assign to vi+, 
the a.p. (t2 ,..., t+;t,,s, ,..., s,;...). 
(2.5) Let vi be positive in the lower formula of a /\E-rule R = !e. Then assign 
to vi+1 the a.p. (t,, . . . , tm,;S,sl,. . ,s,;r,, . . . , I,,,,,). In this expression S is built 
up as follows: Every free variable u in t is active at R. Therefore, to u a ti is assigned. 
Substitute in t for every variable u the corresponding ti. The result is a PR- 
numberterm S. 
(2.6) Let vl be negative in the upper formula of a AE-rule. Assign to vi+, the 
a.p. (t ,,..., tm,;sz ,..., slnr;r ,,..., lw). 
(2.7) Let vi be positive in an assumption ( nz, A) cancelled by the rule &. 
Let j, be the number of variables active at n2 but not at nI and let j2 be the number 
of rules active at n2 but not at n,. Then assig t0 Vi+1 the following a.p.: 
0 i&+1,-=-, 4np1r “‘,s~;~j+l,“‘,~mj, l (n2rhr*.Jj,,~lr . . . . rQ,l,,..., l&. 
(2.8) Let vi be positive in the lower formula of the rule (“““‘*~~. Let Q! be 
the a.p. constructed for FG in the formula occurrence n,. Assign to vi+1 the a.p. 
(~~(~),tlr...,tm*;Sl,...,~~;~,r...,~~,;It,~~~,~~). 
c (n,. 
2;59)&etC vi be positive in an assumption (n2, A( 0)) cancelled by the rule 
(n2.C) l Let j, and j2 be defined as in case (2.7). Then assign to Vi+-1 the a-p. 
02,-,fm,; So,-,+; (n2,t,,...,~,,rl,...,rjz), rj+l,-dmj; LJmJ 
Assumptions cancelled by vE-rules are treated similarly. 
(2.10) Let vi be negative in C of (2.9). Then assign to vi+, the a.p. 
(t 2,~.*Anp,, . . . , 1,). 
(2.11) Let vi be positive in A in A + la at v. Then assign to vi+1 the ap. 
(t ,r.*~,~~,~l,~l,*..,~~,;l2,~.*,lm*)* 
(2.12) Let vi be negative in (n, , A) at (nl’A) ~pA-rB)e Then assign 60 vi+-, the a-P. 
(t Is*--9 rnzir2, s -9 m3ViJ~,-=JmJ~ r 
With a similar method as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 it can be shown that the 
construction finishes after a finite number of steps. 
(PR-program for II). Now we formulate the defining ecpatisn for 
erefore we have to consider all 13 cases from Remark 3.2. Let the 
forma1 parameterlist be ( U, , . . . , Q,, ; U,,t+l,. . . , Un,; L, , . . . , L,; 
*a. ( ) 
Case 1: Ej(a):= k 
fij(a) + CASE FIRST(&) OF 
where nk are the n 
of the v E-rule be lkl by the rule. Then there 
is a symbol osxurrence 
5.3 we have for this 
r19 . ..) #&;I, ...) 1-J. The ti, si, ri, li contain only the following names (from PR): 
(1) names W,,..., L& for fr4x variables active at ng, 
(2) names Uka+l,. . . ) Uk2 for bounded variables with Vi (w i) being in the range 
of the correspondi 
(3) Lj for rules assent 
(4) Li for +-symbols essential at j/f (v d). 
Let Tg be Fi&t2), whe= a2 comes from 
( 1) In the forma1 parameterlist Q of Ej ere is for every symbol Vi respectively 
Li (by (2) respectively (4)) determined corresponding symbol oi respec- 
tively &. Substitute, in qr 
e variable names U, , . . . , &, can be separated in the set L$, -. . , L$, which 
ctive at ns but not at q,, and the set Uj,+,, . . . , Uk, 
at no. (Remark: Every variable active at no is active 
correspond to the Uj,+l, . . . , U’, . For 1 s is_& 
re treated similarly. 
the CASE statement now contains 
la of the induction rule. If the leaf 
has to be replaced by 0. 
in ( nin n for is 
, and that there is at most one rule 
not at n3. Then we substitute for 
If the end-formula of n is (aa, Vx, . . .Vxmi/{yA(x,, . . . , x,,, y)), then the PR- 
program for n consis:s oF the defining equations tated above and-as number term 
for V*7FU(@), where jI is the a+. computed for V{ at no s 
5.3. &n# of conechtess and tetmination 
Correctness and termination of the generated pro ams is shown by establishin 
a natural connection to the a.s. from Section 4. First the s.d. functionals are encoded 
as a.p. (Lemma 5.5); then we show that the sequence of program steps corresponds 
to the successor operation (proof of Lemma 5.7). 
. Let (a, clp) be an 4,s. which comes from the srarting situ 
many applications of the successor operation fkmt ition 4.5. 
represented in a natural way by an a.p. /3(q). 
f. 4p is defined by its values on 
(1) F-variables and free variables active at Q, 
(2) h-bounded vari QI in t 
(3) ruies essential for cy, 
(4) +-symbols essential for a. 
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consists of the list of those rulelistelements. The order is given by 
Let qr := j. 7~~ and 973 will encode 4~~. QP~ is also given by its values on 
of objects above. As is easily seen, for q1 the values for the gro 
suffice and we only need to consider the variables active at j but not at R and the 
rules essential for j but not for R q2 is used for the values of qr on the variables 
and consists of a list of numbers. q3 is used for the values of qr on the rules, which 
are written as rulelistelements. From the condition that (a, fp) comes from the 
starting situation, it is easily shown that the coding procedure stops after finitely 
many steps. 0 
a 5.6. Let (a, 9) be an a.s. coming from the starting situation by jinitely many 
applications of the successor operation. Let N(cr, 0) = (a’, Q’) be defined If a is not 
the dejning position of the leading symbol Y of a and if u is not positive in the lower 
formula of an VE-rule, then /3(9p’) is the a.~. coming from /3(p) by applying Construc- 
tion 53(2). YXs means that the following diagram commutes: 
N 
(a, Q) ’ (a’, Q’) 
1 Lemma 5.5 
B(Q) 
Construction 5.3(Z) 
l lN(P’) 
f. Consider the cases in Construction 5.3(2). 0 
5.7. Let (a, 9) be an as. occurring in the “computation tree” of the starting 
n as constructed in Definitio 4.7. tit & be the as. coming fro% B(Q) at s(v) 
(v= V{ OT V= V{ is the leading symbol of a). men Fij(pl) = W(a, Q), where Fij is to 
be compvted using the natural semantics of PR. 
Induction on G(cu, Q). If G(ar, Q) = 1, then it is an occurrence of v at S(v), 
and for S(V) one of the cases (l)-(S), (10) or (13) from Remark 3.2, holds. The 
further proof is easy: the cases (3) and (4) do not occur. We assume Lemma 5.7 to 
hold for all (q Q) with G( a, Q) < n. Let ( ao, Q~) be an a.s. with G( LY,,, cpo) = n. 
Case 1: a0 is not an occurrence of v at S(V). If cyo is not an occurrence of v in 
the lower formula of a VE-rule, then the lemma easily follows from the induction 
hypothesis. Otherwise, the induction hypothesis has to be applied to the main 
premise of the VE-rule and the corresponding s.d. functional. 
Case 2: a0 is an occurrence of u at S(v). Then the proof consists of an easy 
e foilowing theore 
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17 be a 
. . . , x,, y ), A without free 
term computed for II has the form &(/3), where the a.~. /9 
names Uti belonging to the xi and for 
F#[ U, c a,]. . . [U,, + a,,]) giues a num 
of 0 igoritbm, fart 
(1) Out programs use only the elementary data of the proof in the intended 
meaning. 
(2) The defining equations yield a dependency relation of the V-quantifiers 
(v-symbols) in fi If on the right side of the defining equation for Ej an Fkr occurs, 
then V{ depends on Vi (v :). The transitive closure of this relation (starting with 
the V-quantifier in the end-formula) defines the region of n which is algorithmically 
relevant. Call it the kernel of II. The kernel can be computed in polynomial time. 
If a realizing object for the end-formula has to be found by normalization, it suffices 
to normalize the kernel. 
(3) In [Z, pp. 78-821 a sequence &, of proofs is given such that the size of r” is 
( n2), the minimum number of normalization steps for r,, is O(2”) and the maximum 
number of normalization steps for the kernel of I’,, is O(n). Furthermore, parts of 
the proof which do not belong to the kernel may be inconstructive. Proofs having 
a constructive kernel are called quasi-constructive. Thus there are examples, where 
the runtime of our algorithms is considerably better than normalization. 
(4) Consider a proof lI with end-formula A-, VxB(x). By introducing a new 
open assumption (1, A) and a +-E rule we get a new proof Q with end-formula 
v~B(x). In [2, pp. 70-781 the following is proved: If (It, A) is not in the kernel of 
HI, then I-Vx(A + B(x)) (in the intuitionistic calculus, “independence ofpremise”). 
The latter is always the case, if A is a Harrop-formula [10, 11,281. 
(5) The extraction of the PR-program from n is done in polynomial time 
measured in the number n of symbols in fi Without much thought one can show 
that O(n’) steps suffice. 
(6) By Theorem 5.8 termination as well as correctness of the program is guaran- 
teed. Lemma 5.7 and Corollary 4.9 t-A(a,, . . . , a,, 6) holds for the number b 
computed from the inputs a; _ . , a,, .
So our procedure is an efficient way for (mechanical) program synthesis and 
verificatisn of the algorithms implicit in fi 
lification of equations 
For every pru * with end-formula l\x, . . . AxJ we have com- 
puted above a P&program which, given inputs a,, . . . , a,, es a nu er b 
(a,,...,anYb). now formulate some mo ifications of the program which 
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- shorten the program text, 
W Alexi 
- shorten the runtime for certain inputs, 
- in certain cases give information about de de&es of I, on cannot 
be seen immediately from the original proo 
7.1 (Real parameter). Let &( U, ) . . . , I&, ; . ..) ;L. 1,*.., 
L,J := T be the defining PR-text for the functio . Then Vi (respectiv 
led a real prometer of Fij (respectively T) if one of the following holds: 
T-T”- T2,T,-T20r T,+T,an (Li) is a real parameter of Tl or Tz, or 
T = Fw(/3) and there is an element y of the a+. /3 so that Vi (&) is a real 
(i, Li) for any j, or 
T = IF T1 = 0 THEN T2 ELSE T3 and Vi &) is a real parameter of T,, T2 or 
T3, or 
T = CASE FIRST&) OF 
jl: T,; . 
jk: Tk; 
and Lt s Lj 0” Ui (Li) is a real parameter of one of the q. 
on 7.2 ( imization of the parrrmetersets). By leaving out any parameters 
in the definitions which are not real (which easily can be done in polynomial time) 
we get a shorter PR-program which computes the same function (this is shown by 
an easy induction over the number of computation steps). The construction also 
shortens the runtime since certain terms occurring at the places left out do not need 
to be evaluated anymore. The following further simplifications can be executed: 
(1) If the defining equation of fij is a polynomial Q in the variables of the formal 
parameterlist, then, for fij( ta , . . . , tn), Q( t, , . . . , t,: can be substituted. The defining 
equation for Fu is not needed anymore. 
(2) If rules cancel only one assumption, CASE-statements with only one altema- 
tive occur- The whole statement may be replaced by the term occurring at this 
alternative. As a result of this operation, certain listparameters can become not real. 
e defining equation of KY is of the form Fij( a) := FM(@), Fij not in /9, 
tution similar to (1) can be done and the equation is not needed anymore. 
se decisions of the form IFO=O THEN.. . respect 
l - . can be simplified. This may occur as a result of the simp 
of the form To 0 and T+O can be simplified. 
(6) Tail ~ecu~ioR 
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standard alkorithm was foun 
ent 
is paper contains the main results of doctoral 
Luckhardt for a lot of stimulating s estions. 
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